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Cabinet Secretary Message
Reform of TVET sector unstoppable, says CS Magoha

I

congratulate the Technical and Vocational Education and
Training Authority for taking the initiative to start publishing
a newsletter for the sector.
t’s my hope that the newsletter will provide a fantastic

opportunity for the Technical and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) stakeholders to articulate their

issues as part

of the Government’s agenda to ensure the sector is one of the
pathways to success for our learners.
Over the years, the Government has consistently articulated its
commitment to the TVET sector as articulated in the national
policy on education and training. Indeed, the sector is one of the
critical pillars in our efforts towards poverty eradication, job
creation, and sustainable development.
More importantly, the TVET sector is strategically placed to be
an enabler of the Big Four Agenda of Government that focuses
on

affordable

housing,

manufacturing,

food

security,

and

affordable healthcare for all citizens.

Prof. George Magoha, Cabinet Secretary,

Undoubtedly, to achieve the Big 4 Agenda, we require trained
manpower

with

relevant

skills

to

address

food

production,

Ministry of Education

affordable housing, manufacturing as well as healthcare needs of

university, thereby providing hope to millions of

the citizens.

Kenyans with lower grades seeking to progressively

This underscores the fact that equipping our youth with technical

scale the heights of education.

skills is one of the strategies of

Government aimed at creating

I wish to assure the country that the Government

employment

improving

of

will continue to review its policies and programmes

That explains why His Excellency President Uhuru

to ensure the sector sufficiently contributes to the

Kenyans.

opportunities

and

the

livelihoods

Kenyatta has paid undivided attention to the

national goal of producing adequate skilled labour

TVET sector.

to spur industrial take-off.

In 2019, the Government gazetted the National Qualification
Framework, which spells out the TVET pathway for learners
who do not directly qualify to join university. The framework
provides the guidelines of alternative TVET pathway to

This newsletter will highlight various strides made
in shoring up the performance of the TVET
sector. For we believe that all stakeholders must be
well

informed

on

the

Government’s

reform

trajectory geared towards improving the sector.

“That explains why His Excellency President Uhuru Kenyatta has paid undivided attenttion to the TVET sector.”
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Principal Secretary Message
t is with great honour that I take this opportunity to laud

I

and appreciate TVET Authority Board, Director General and
staff, for the exemplary foresight in coming up with this
inaugural TVET newsletter that will serve as the mouth-

piece for the TVET sector.
The

Authority

has

taken

the

right

direction

in

shaping

the

regulation and coordination of the TVET sector in view of their
mandate as set out in the TVET Act, 2013.
The focus of the State Department for Vocational and Technical
Training is to provide leadership and coordination to the TVET
ecosystem and support all the technical training institutions to
provide quality, relevant, equitable and accessible training for all
Kenyans to the various forms of educational opportunities in the
TVET sector.
Our mandate is to improve participation and completion rates and
enable all institutions to find niche areas that respond to various
national development and needs.
Such priorities include good governance framework; development
of curricula that are grounded in competency-based education and
training; staff training, re-orientation and rebranding of the whole
sector.

Dr. Julius Jwan, Principal Secretary, State
Department for Vocational and Technical
Training
This

Despite the strides we have made, there are still several challenges
that underpin the skills shortage in the sector. While these are
generally known, it is worth reminding ourselves of the nature and
the extent of the challenges we face. These include the poor

notwithstanding,

embarked

on

popularise

TVET

negative

an

the

government

aggressive
training

perception

has

campaign

and

associated

to

reduce

the

with

this

pathway.

transition rates to TVET institutions and the changing nature and

The

demands of the economy; the lack of opportunities for on-job

depends on a vibrant and relevant skills based

skills for graduates, which relates to the lack of enthusiasm by

technical training. That is why I am excited

companies to train, coach or mentor graduates.

with the establishment of this newsletter that

There is also the challenge of the negative perception associated
with TVET that has affected enrolments to TVET institutions in

future

development

of

the

country

will capture the latest in the sector and help
both

the

stakeholders

and

members

of

the

public to make informed decisions.

the past.

“Our mandate is to improve participation and

completion rates and also enable all institutions to find niche

areas that respond to various national development needs”
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Chairman TVETA Board Message
he Technical and Vocational Education and Training

T

Authority

(TVETA)

established

by

the

is

a

State

Technical

Corporation

and

Vocational

Education and Training (TVET) Act No 29 of 2013

specifically to regulate and coordinate the TVET sector through
accreditation of institutions, programs and trainers as well as
assure access, quality, equity and relevance in education and
training.
Our

vision

and

mission

are

geared

towards

realizing

our

mandate by clearly identifying strategic objectives to pursue that
conform to our core values.
We

are

aware

continuously

that

align

to

with

fulfil
the

our

mandate,

dynamism

of

we
our

need

to

operating

environment with a view to facilitating fair and competitive

innovation of the Kenyan public.

Prof. Ahmed Ferej Chairman Board of
Directors, TVET Authority

The education has been demarcated into three levels that include

I

basic, tertiary and university. Each level has a regulator for

commitment

purposes

published

practices,

while

of

catalyzing

maintenance

the

of

ever-evolving

standards

and

creativity

ensuring

and

quality

us

we

regulate

my

personal,

to

and

ensuring

and

the

disseminated

the

Board’s

newsletter
to

all

is
our

stakeholders in a quarterly basis initially, before

education and training.
For

pledge

TVET

institutions,

which

offers

opportunities for many young people to gain technical skills

the period is shortened even to monthly in the
near future.
The

both for self and formal employment.
I wish to acknowledge that we face exciting challenges in the
course of executing our mandate, which include the effective

Board

also

has

plans

to

have

a

TVET

magazine that we intend to publish together with
our partners. We

will also closely engage all key

stakeholders to make it a reality too in future.

management of this change initiative.
The development of TVET newsletter is therefore critical as it
creates a platform to highlight some of the challenges we face
and offer some hindsight on how the Authority is tackling such
challenges, identifying lessons learnt, and recognizing existing

These are just but a few of the initiatives that we
have

come

up

to

create

awareness

and

brand

TVET as the next frontier for individual success
and the country’s economic take-off.

gaps, while effectively determining our critical success factors

With this few remarks, I welcome you to enjoy

that should subsequently inform future planning.

the TVET Newsletter and get enlightened and
stay informed!

“I wish to acknowledge that we will face exciting challenges in the course of executing
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our mandate,”

Director-General TVETA Message
he TVET Authority has consistently articulated

T

its commitment to the TVET sub-sector as
contained in the national policy on education
and

training. Kenya’s Vision 2030 has placed

new demands on Technical and Vocational

Education and Training (TVET) as the engine

that the

economy must rely on to produce adequate levels of middle
level

work force needed to drive our economy.

As a sector we have adopted and embraced Competency
Based

Education

and

Training

(CBET)

as

the

guiding

principle for Kenya’s TVET ecosystem. The system requires
that

all

the

stakeholders

should

work

collaboratively

to

develop and implement CBET.

TVETA has already developed the training standards and
guidelines for CBET implementation. These standards and
guidelines

have

endorsement
strengthened

been

and
its

presented

adoption.

role

in

to

The

regulating

all

stakeholders

Authority
the

process

has
of

for
also

CBET

curricula development, delivery and assessment.

designed

development

of

to

their

empower
technical

trainees
skills,

through

human

the

abilities,

cognitive understanding, attitudes and work habits in order to
prepare them adequately for the world of work or position

This we have achieved in the last few years since we became
through

the

development

of

standards

and

regulations so as to guarantee a minimum quality for TVET
institutions.

We

have

also

developed

policies,

plans

the

TVET

execution

sector,
of

our

do
wide

on

a

daily

mandate.

basis
We

in

will

the
also

dedicate space to the stakeholders and partners in
the TVET sector to share their stories too so as to
appreciate

our

varied

efforts

and

enrich

our

audiences.

them practically for self employment after graduation.

operational

We want to dedicate this newsletter to tell stories
about what, as the regulator and coordinator of

TVET therefore is a specialized system of education and
training

Dr Kipkirui Langat, Director-General/CEO
TVET Authority

and

We vision this platform to eventually become a
melting pot of ideas that are driven to position the
TVET sector as the ‘where to go’ pathway for our
young people.

guidelines for the rebranded TVET; Accredited and licensed

With as shared vision, together we can achieve a

a critical mass of

lot!

TVET institutions, programs and trainers.

“We want to dedicate this newsletter to tell stories about what, as the regulator and coordinator of
the TVET sector, do on a daily basis in the execution of our wide mandate.”
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MAIN STORY

President Uhuru Kenyatta hosts WSI President as Kenya prepares to join...

In

February,

President

Uhuru

Kenyatta

hosted

at

State

House

the

WorldSkills

International

(WSI)

acting

President Simon Bartley, who briefed him on the plan by the global organization to establish its chapter in Kenya. The
WorldSkills President was is in the country to assess Kenya’s readiness to join the global vocational education and
training competition, aptly referred as “Skills Olympics”.
The meeting was attended by Deputy President Dr. William Ruto, the Cabinet Secretary for Education Prof. George
Magoha, Principal Secretary for Post Training and Skills Development Alfred Cheruiyot, former Principal Secretary
for Vocational and Technical

Training

Dr. Kevit Desai, the Chief Administrative Secretary in the Ministry of

Education Zack Kinuthia and Director-General TVET Authority Dr. Kipkirui Langat, among other senior government
officials.
The visit set in motion Kenya’s preparation to join the distinguished WorldSkills International (WSI), the membership
association that organises the WorldSkills Competition (WSC).
In his three-day visit, the WSI President also held meetings with

government agencies, development partners and the

private sector organizations and gave them an overview about the body. He also took them through the rigorous
registration process, the competition outlay and details on requirements, and everything else needed before, during and
after the competition.
The successful visit by the WSI President gave the government and its partners fresh impetus to complete the
application process and bring on board different actors and organizations to form a team that will prepare the country
for the inaugural participation at the global event.
The country is expected to prepare a team for the African competition set for Namibia in October this year before
throwing its weight into in the global event scheduled for Shangai, China in September 2021.
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TVET NEWS IN BRIEF

The members of East Africa Skills for Transformation and
Regional Integration Project (EASTRIP) met at a Nairobi
hotel to discuss how to harmonise the TVET curriculum,
qualifications and occupational standards in the region.
The meeting brought together CEOs and experts from
TVET Authorities from Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania.

The broad objective of EASTRIP project is to increase
access and improve the quality of TVET programs in the
selected 16 regional flagship TVET institutes and to
support regional integration.

Dr. Julius Ouma Jwan (left) took over as the new
Principal Secretary in the State Department for
Vocational and Technical Training. The Previous PS
Dr Kevit Desai (right) was transferred to Ministry of
East Africa Community. Before his new appointment,
Dr Jwan served as the Director/Chief Executive
Officer at the Kenya Institute of Curriculum
Development (KICD).

The

TVET

Authority

officially

took

over

the

publication of the Kenya Journal of TVET (KJ-TVET)
from

Rift

Valley

Technical

Training

Institute

(RVTTI). The renowned platform for TVET research
exchanged hands at a ceremony attended by TVETA
and RVTTI board and staff, together with partners Zizi
Afrique Foundation.
IThe PS for Vocational and Technical Training Dr. Julius

During

Jwan paid a courtesy call on the TVETA Board and staff

members were also inaugurated.

at the Authority’s offices at Utalii House. The newly PS
made the inaugural visit to familiarise himself with the
operations of the Authority and to discuss how to address
a number of sticking issues in the sector as well as get an
understanding

on

how

to

create

synergy

between

the

regulator and other State agencies in the TVET sector and
line ministries.

ceremony,

Prof.Bonventure
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Kerre-

following

Chief

editorial

board

Editor-University

of

Eldoret, Dr. Kipkirui Langat -DG TVETA, Dr.William
Osawa

Otta-Director

Mugo-Executive

Research

Director

of

TVETA,

Zizi

Dr.

Afrique,

John

Edwin

Tarno-Chief Principal (RVTTI), Prof. Kisilu KitaingeDean, School of Education Technology University of
Eldoret,

The TVETA Chairman Prof. Ahmed Ferej thanked the PS
for choosing the Authority as the first agency to pay a visit
since he was appointed in earlier March 2020

the

Lawrence

Mukhongo

-Director

TVET

programs (TUK), Dr. Frida Simba-Director (JKUAT
Mombasa

Campus),

Dr.

Research coordinator (KTTC).

Benedicto

Mwanchia-

TVET NEWS
Coronavirus Pandemic Wrecks Education Across the World
The COVID-19 Nightmare: How the pandemic

has dealt a blow to Education

The news came like a shocker! On 15 March 2020, President Uhuru Kenyatta ordered immediate closure of schools
and colleges to stem the spread of Coronavirus. The message caused panic across the country as learning institutions
prepared to send millions of students home to stay indefinitely.
It was not only in Kenya, but almost all countries had pressed the indefinite closure button as the pandemic fatally
spread across the globe.

According to UNESCO,

87% of all the world’s

students — well over a billion and a half young
people — are now unable to attend class because
of nationwide school closures in 165 countries.

For millions of children and youth, schools are a
lifeline

of

Classrooms

opportunity
offer

as

protection

well
—

as
or

a
at

shield.
least

a

reprieve — from violence, exploitation and other
difficult circumstances. In fragile countries, school
closures have the potential to be devastating and
permanently derail children’s futures.

What does the closure mean for Kenyan students?
All academic and non-academic activities have been disrupted. There is even concern on how this year’s national
exams will be carried out since no one knows when the situation will normalize.

Already, term exams for schools have been disrupted. Colleges and universities semester exams have been cancelled.
KNEC has postponed March Business, Technical and Teacher Education Examinations until further notice.

The fate of students who were supposed to join universities and TVET colleges for the March/April intakes now
remains in limbo!
The main response to school closures is to turn to distance and online learning. But for most, especially in third
world countries, the burden has shifted to home-schooling under the tutelage of parents, for those who are literate!

How will the pandemic reshape the education system?
According to the World Economic Forum, the Coronavirus is going to change the architecture of education in three
main ways:
1. Education, nudged and pushed to change, could lead to surprising innovations leading to concepts like
‘learning anywhere, anything’ - digital education.
2. Public-private educational partnerships will grow in importance.
3. The digital divide will widen. Affluent countries and families will find solutions while less affluent
societies and digital savvy families will be left behind...even further economically!
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TVET AUTHORITY NEWS
Accreditation Department

Number of inspected and accredited institutions

1. Accreditation of TVET Institutions
One of the functions of TVET Authority is to
inspect, register and licenseinstitution to train

Financial year

various courses.

Since

inception,

applications

for

the

Authority

accreditation

received

from

TVET

institutions and has inspected 2,311 out of which
the TVETA Board has accredited 1,825 as at

No. of
inspected
institutions

No. accredited

2014/2015

140

10

2015/2016

612

430

2015/2017

453

410

2017/2018

424

361

201482019

473

434

2019/2020

209

180

2,311

1,825

January 2020.

2.Accreditation of CBET Curricula

The Authority has received and accredited 269
CBET

Curricula

from

curriculum

developers.

Further, the Authority has accredited 49 TVET
institutions to

Total

offer CBET training in a variety

of trade areas.

3. Accreditation of TVET
Trainers

Categories of accredited institutions
Category of
Institution

No.

No. of Public
Institutions

No. of
Private
Institutions

The

Total

received

application

qualifies as a trainer if he/she possess at
least a craft certificate in a trade area; and
Pedagogy (a diploma in education or a

National
Polytechnics

2.

Technical Trainer
Colleges
Technical and
Vocational Colleges
Vocational Training
Centres

796

82

878

Total

998

827

1,825

4.

has

from trainers for accreditation. A person

1.

3.

Authority

10

0

10

1

0

1

191

745

796

diploma in technical education or a
Bachelor of Education or post graduate
diploma/ certificate in education from a
recognized training institution).
So

far,

the

Authority

has

evaluated

applications from trainers and accredited
997.

Further, the Authority is currently

evaluating
trainers

2068
for

applications

from

consideration

for

accreditation.

4. Accreditation of foreign institutions

The Authority is also mandated to accredit foreign institutions offering training in Kenya.

The Authority has

received applications from foreign examining bodies and accredited them to offer training in Kenya.
The institutions are NCC Education Ltd (UK), City & Guilds (UK), ABMA Education LTD (UK), Association of
Business

Executives

(ABE)

(UK),

Institute

of

Chartered

Shipbrokers

(UK),

Pearson

Education

LTD

(UK),

International Air Transport Association (UK), Industry Qualifications (UK), Highfield (UK), International Computer
Driving License (ICDL), Institute of Commercial Management (ICM)(UK) and RUBIKA (France)
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TVET AUTHORITY NEWS
Compliance and Enforcement Department
TVET Authority staff and security officers close unlicensed colleges

Technical and Vocational Education and Training Authority (TVETA) officials in coordination with officers from
Kenya Police Service closed over 42 TVET training institutions in Nairobi and Kiambu counties for failing to meet
basic registration requirements.
The inspection, led by Director General of TVETA, Dr Kipkirui Langat was conducted for the purposes of assuring
quality and relevance of programs in TVET training and ensuring compliance with set standards and guidelines as
provided for section 7 of TVET Act, 2013.
During the crackdown Dr Kipkirui Langat noted that some of the closed TVET institutions had been established
without registration certificates while other were flouting health and safety regulations thus endangering the lives of
both trainers and trainees. Some institutions were also offering programmes and courses that had not been accredited
by TVETA. Also, most of the institutions lacked proper facilities and equipment for training and qualified and
accredited trainers.
Earlier in the month, officers from TVETA together with Anti-Terror Police Unit (ATPU) had raided two institutions
in the Eastleigh area, Nairobi that had been operating illegally. During the operation that targeted Atlas College and
Alison Community College, more than 50 students, most of them without valid identification documents were
arrested. Atlas college was licensed in 2015 to offer only two courses but when the team visited, they found the
college was offering over 40 courses in ICT, Tailoring, and Dressmaking, and teaching English and Kiswahili,
IGSCE, among others, illegally.
Some of the trainees found in class were underage while others were foreigners without valid identification
documents. Consequently, a number of trainees were taken for further questioning by ATPU.
The Director General said that the regulator will continue to ensure that the TVET training complies with standards
so that the trainees can get value for their time and money. He added that the crackdown on illegal TVET institutions
operating in the country will continue across the country until all comply.
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TVET AUTHORITY NEWS
ICT Department
TVETA develops an TVET Management Information System

The process of accreditation and licensing of TVET institutions, programs and trainers in now seamless, faster and
easier for applicants after TVET Authority launched an new MIS portal.
The new system has automated the whole application and feedback process for the registration and accreditation
services. Those applying for registration and licensing of colleges will now apply through the portal and attach all the
required documents. The applicant will receive the Board’s decision either approving or declining accreditation of
college or program in their signed up account in the system within weeks. In between, the applicants will be given
alerts and can track the status of the application as they wait for the Board's decision.
In case the Board approves the registration and/or licensing of the institution or program, a registration certificate and
or license is automatically generated by the system. The applicant can then download and print.
The same will also apply for individuals seeking licensing as either TVET trainers, verifiers and assessors.
The portal guides the users during the entire application process and prompts them on all the requirements at each
step. This includes the uploading of all the required documents and online options for the payment of service fees.
Once the process is completed and the application submitted, the system automatically gives an alert.
The MIS has also now made it possible for TVET institutions to henceforth start submitting their annual returns to
the Authority via their signed up accounts. This includes information about student enrolments, number of staff,
infrastructure, course uptake, dropout rate, and any other relevant information.
In the second phase of development, which is currently going on, the MIS will seek to introduce advanced features
that will enable more intelligent processing of data to obtain information. The functionality revolves around building
data models and the corresponding software that will make it possible to flag critical cases that require immediate
intervention, help predict certain outcomes, help plan more accurately, among many other data-supported decisions.

To apply, log on the link: mis.tveta.go.ke
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TVET AUTHORITY NEWS
Standards Development Department
TVETA develops Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition guidelines
There is now a breakthrough in the lives and careers
of Jua Kali artisans after TVET Authority developed
Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR)
standards and guidelines.
Most

of

acquired

the

artisans

and

in

the

perfected

informal

various

sector

skills

have

through

apprenticeship and ‘learning on the job’.

However,

now with the development of PLAR standards and
guidelines, the skilled labour in the informal sector
will be brought into the mainstream labour market.
The guidelines have been developed to guide PLAR
providers

on

how

to

prepare,

plan

and

implement

PLAR within the TVET sector. The guidelines will
also inform prospective candidates on what they can
expect

from

PLAR

and

how

they

can

actively

participate in the assessment process.

The guidelines cover five aspects of PLAR implementation. These include institutional readiness for providing
PLAR within the TVET sector, the steps involved in the assessment process, the roles and responsibilities of all
stakeholders involved, monitoring and quality assurance required and the review of PLAR Process.
According to the guidelines, all PLAR providers must use assessors and verifiers who are approved by recognized
by TVETA and certification agencies.
TVETA accredits trainers, assessors and verifiers. The names of those accredited are posted in the TVETA website.
However, these accredited assessors and verifiers shall be approved by assessment bodies after they are accredited
and shall renew their accreditation after every 3 years with TVETA having fulfilled Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) requirements as trainers.
Once the arrangements for PLAR are ready, TVETA shall announce through a gazette notice and provide application
forms and procedures. The Authority shall then do the initial assessment to ensure that there are relevant systems in
place

to

conduct

the

assessment,

that

is,

there

are

relevant

accredited

units

of

competency,

accredited

assessors/verifiers and an approved assessment centres with capacity to conduct the assessment.
The PLAR candidates shall be assessed against unit standards and qualifications registered on the Kenya National
Qualification Framework (KNQF).

"We developed these standards and guidelines after wide consultations with the stakeholders and
were guided by the existing legal framework. The guidelines are applicable to all PLAR providers
in the TVET sector who offer national qualifications."
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TVET AUTHORITY NEWS
Standards Development Department
TVET Standards on Open and Distance e-Learning (ODeL) now ready
Last month the government closed down schools
and

colleges

coronavirus.

due
With

to

fears

the

ever

over
rising

the

spreading

cases

of

the

unrelenting pandemic across the world, learning
institutions are faced with the prospect of losing an
entire semester or more.
Most countries like China, which has been the
epicentre of the pandemic, most institutions turned
to online learning after halting in-person teaching
as a short-term remedy to overcomethe fatal virus.

In Kenya the adoption of online learning as a method of teaching has been slow, especially amongst the TVET
institutions largely due to lack of an established legal framework and standards to guide a proper roll-out. However,
that has now been addressed after the Technical and Vocational Education Training (TVETA) developed the standards
that sets the requirements and guidelines for the implementation of Open, Distance and e-Learning (ODeL). These
standard, which has been developed through consultations with

stakeholders and Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS),

was necessitated by the need for establishing requirements governing quality of training services in the TVET Sector.
The TVET Standard prescribes requirements for Open, Distance and e-Learning centres through traditional distance
education; e-learning provisions; blended learning and virtual education and training modes. The Standard defines
some of the key terms of ODeL. For instance, “Distance Learning” is defined as the delivery of learning or training to
those who are separated mostly by time and space from those who are training.
The training is done with a variety of mediating processes used to transmit content, to provide tuition and to conduct
assessment or measure outcomes. The delivery modes may include traditional distance education by correspondence
courses, e-learning and blended learning to open learning centres and face-to-face provision where a significant
element of flexibility, self-study, and learning support, in an integral part.

“e-Learning” is defined as the application of information and communication technologies (ICTs) to enhance distance
education, implement open learning policies, make learning activities more flexible and enable those learning activities
to be distributed among many learning venues. While “Open Learning” is described as policies and practices that
permit entry to learning with no or minimum barriers with respect to age,gender,

or time constraints and with

recognition or prior learning.
The Standard sets out a number of requirements for ODeL providers. An ODeL centre shall show evidence that an
appropriate needs assessment or feasibility assessment has been undertaken giving the rationale or justification for
setting up the institution or starting the programme as reflected in the beliefs and core values of the institution.
The TVET Standard on Open, Distance and e-Learning captures and addresses a wide range of other issues that are
aimed at mainstreaming these forms of learning. It is now upon the ODeL providers to get hold of the standard, read
and understand and roll out according to the guidelines so that in the coming days no learner is left behind no matter
the circumstances we are facing individually, as a country or a people in a global set up.
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Outreach Services Department

The Outreach Services Department focuses on development of information, Education and communication(IEC)
materials, sensitization of TVET stakeholders on new developments happening at the Authority, carries out capacity
building for TVET stakeholders, participates in shows and exhibitions and carry out career guidance to youth in school
and out of school on TVET issues. The department has carried out the following activities:

Leadership Capacity Building Programme
The department has developed a trainers’ manual on Leadership, Management and Governance for training of Board
of Governors, Council Members and Principals of TVET Institutions. In this financial year, the officers from the
department conducted a four-day workshop at Noble Hotel, Eldoret, from 25th-28th NOvember 2019, which was
attended by 49 participants.
A total of forty-nine 49 participants attended the workshop. These included 22 Council/Board Members, 4 Principals, 4
Deputy Principals, 2 Registrars and 17 Heads of Departments. Topics/ Areas Covered included; TVET sector reforms,
Leadership,

Governance

and

Management,

Quality

Assurance

Management,

Strategic

Management,

Financial

Management, Human Capital Management, Procurement, Legal Issues, Entrepreneurship, Research and Innovation and
Trends, Emerging and Crosscutting Issues in TVET Participation.
The department had planned to carry out the leadership programmes in 16 regions and reach out to at least 300
participants, however, the plans were affected by the current COVID-19 pandemic that has affected activities across the
country.

Career Guidance
activities

Shows and Exhibitions
Shows and Exhibitions is another way
that TVETA uses to reach the public to
sensitize the public about

TVETAuthority participated at

their mandate

the KASNEB Career Guidance

and all matters related to TVET.
TVETA

has

so

far

Kisumu,

Mombasa,

&

participated
Nairobi,

that

was

held

between 7th and 8th February

Nakuru

2020 at the Kisumu National
Polytechnic Grounds, and the

County Sensitization

TVETA Staff Capacity Building-

The Programme entailed partnership with
County

Day

in

Nyeri and Eldoret ASK shows.

the

Open

Governments

to

NICHE PROJECT
Niche

International

-19th January 2020.

Through

Officers and Vocational Centre Managers

developed quality assurance manual for

The

and sensitise them on better management

Internal

offering

of VTCs and the new TVET development

TVET institutions.

mentorship to students

The TVETA staff were trained on the use

The events were attended by

assurance

TVETA

Nairobi on 16th

Sensitization workshops for TVET County

Quality

project,

Education

& Career Fair that was held at
Sarit Centre,

host

the

22nd

officers

for

and Standards in order to improve TVET
provision at County level.
The

programme

Kakamega,

has

Kisumu,

been

held

Bungoma,

in

Kisii,

Nairobi, Meru and Kirinyaga Counties. A
Total

of

350

managers

have

been

trained.TVETA intends to carry out county

of the manual. The event took place on
13th to 26th January, 2020 in Naivasha.

events

were

career

Secondary

aimed

guidance

school

at
and

students,

parents and the general public.
A total of 232 participants who

TVETA intends to roll out training of

were mainly secondary school

TVET internal quality assurance officers

students

in the FY 2020/2021

stand for both events.

sensitization to the remaining 40 counties.
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Strategy and Planning Department
TVETA Reviews its Strategic Plan for 2018-22
TVET Authority revised its strategic plan revised in the
financial

year

2018/2019

to

align

it

with

the

government's "Big Four” Agenda.
TVETA’s first strategic plan for the period 2018 – 2022
was developed by the NIRAS consultancy with support
from the African Development Bank (AfDB). Within the
plan, the authority endeavoured to pursue the vision of a
competitive

market-driven

TVET

system

delivering

competent workforce for sustainable development by
developing a TVET system that meets national needs
and aspirations.
In the review, a number of changes were make to the
Strategic Plan to respond the to demands in the sector.

The following sections provides a summary of what TVETA intends to undertake over the period:
Quality
To

Access and Inclusivity

and Relevance

develop,

implement

and

review

the

TVET

To lead in advocacy, re-branding and repositioning of

QA

TVET

Framework

To promote

To develop comprehensive training standards
To

develop

and

improve

the

engagement

in TVET

with

To promote access and inclusivity in TVET

stakeholders
To

improve

TVETA’s

engagement

with

To conduct and contribute to TVET policy, research,

TVET

development,and innovative projects

institutions and other training providers

To

Governance and Management
Toincrease

and

strengthen

TVETA’s

human

increase

improve
To

the

use

in

the

and

other

engagement
stake-

with

holders

county
on

the

development of TVET
of

ICT

in

service

delivery

and

records management and access to information.

participate

strengthen

governments

and

organisational capacity
To

gender equity and equal opportunities

TVET

legislation

and

Funding and Financing

governance

To achieve financial sustainability for TVETA

reforms

To

To Institutionalize performance management

industry development partners and other stakeholders

Develop Standard Operating Procedures

for contributions to TVET development.

strengthen

the

engagement

with

government,

To integrate national values in service delivery
To strengthen TVETA’s corporate governance

The Board has adoptedPerformance Based Management through annual Performance Contracting in the implementation
of the strategic plan. In the current financial year, the Board has purposed to inspect all institutions (at least 350) that apply
for accreditation; accredit all trainers that apply and qualify; undertake quality audit of all institutions that fall due (at least
400); enforce compliance with standards by notice and closure of non-compliant institutions; develop at least 4 training
standards (8 are underway); operationalise the TVETA MIS and ERP; renovateoffice space and install CCTV as well as
access control system; develop 3 three training manuals and sensitise at least 300 TVET providers; acquire and publish
the Kenya Journal of TVET; and seek ISO certification.
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TVETA Hosts Ugandan delegation on Benchmarking Mission

The TVET Authority Director-General Dr Kipkirui Langat in February

hosted a taskforce of 28 senior government

officials from Uganda who were in Kenya to benchmark from the great strides the TVET sector in Kenya has
achieved.
The Director-General who was accompanied by TVETA senior members of staff told the delegation that Kenya is
keen on supporting them to reform their TVET sector, to be in line with the East Africa Community integration dream
so that there is a seamless transfer of skills in the region labour market.
“In the last few years, we have undertaken a number of significant reforms in our TVET sector so as to prepare our
youth for the labour market. These reforms are tailored towards improving access and inclusivity to training
opportunities, improving the quality of training as well as offering relevant skills to the labour market,” Dr Langat told
the delegation.
The Ugandan delegation which had representation from different sectors of the country’s economy was led by
Commissioner for Human Resource Management Jane Kyarisiima Mwesiga.
Apart

from

TVETA,

the

team

also

visited

the

Kenya

National

Qualification

Authority

(KNQA),

Curriculum

Development, Assessment and Certification Council (CDACC), Technical University of Kenya (TUK), Kenya
Engineering and Technologists Registration Board (KETRB), National Industrial Training Authority (NITA), Nairobi
TTI, and Kenya Technical Trainers College (KTTC). The delegation will also visit Nakuru VTC, Eldoret National
Polytechnic, Rift Valley Technical Training Institute and Bukura Agricultural College.
Last year TVET Authority also paid host to a team from Uganda National Assembly Education Committee who had
also travelled to benchmark on the gains Kenya has made in the education sector.
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TVETA & Zizi Afrique to sponsor Kenya National Drama and Film
Festivals

The Technical and Vocational Education and Training Authority (TVETA) as partnered with Zizi Afrique Foundation
to sponsor this year’s Kenya National Drama and Film Festivals (KNDFF).
Zizi Afrique Foundation is a not-for-profit organization based in Nairobi and which, envisions an Africa where every
child and young person learns and thrives.
Last year in November 2019, a team from TVET Authority led by Deputy Director of Outreach Bibiana Otieno broke
the good news to drama and film trainers during a national drama and film workshop held at the Kenya School of
Government-held at Kabarnet -Baringo County.
In January 2020, TVETA and Zizi Afrique officers James Momanyi and Walter Odondi also made presentation before
drama and film adjudicators aimed at guiding them on how to judge TVET items.
The partnership between TVETA and KNDFF entails bringing on board the various stakeholders in the TVET to
support and sponsor the festival in a number of ways, including sponsorship and nurturing of the talents.
TVETA will award eight TVET category winners with a trophy at the national championships, while Zizi Afrique will
award eight winners in each region with trophies. Trainers of winning teams will also receive cash vouchers.
Unfortunately, the festival was halted in March until further notice after the strike of COVID-19 pandemic in the
country.
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Govt launches Sh4 billion youth empowerment program

The government has launched a Sh4 billion youth empowerment vocational training program that will equip the youth
with requisite skills to enable them contribute effectively to the country’s development.
The project was launched in February 2020 by President Uhuru Kenyatta a the Kiambu Institute of Science and
Technology (KIST). In attendance at the function was the President of Federal Republic of Germany Frank Walter
Steinmeier and Deputy President Dr William Ruto, among others. The money will be used to support their automotive,
body building engineering, welding and mechatronics engineering departments.
Those targeted in the first phase of the youth empowerment plan are Kiambu Institute of Science and Technology
(KIST), Thika Institute of Technology and Nairobi Institute of Technology.

The second phase will be worth Sh1.424 billion (13 million euros), out of which Germany government will contribute
Sh1.3 billion (12 million euros).

Kitale National Polytechnic, Bumbe Technical Training Institute, Ekerubo Gietai and

Ramogi Institute of Applied Science will be the beneficiaries of the second phase that will cover building and civil
works, energy and ICT subject areas.

Kiambu Institute of Science and Technology will host the first Kenya-German Industrial Mechatronics project in East
Africa.
Mechatronics is described as an all-encompassing form of engineering appropriate for the technological age. It
combines electrical and mechanical knowledge, so that students acquire the skill-sets needed to incorporate mechanical
features with electrical power. It is this kind of engineering that results in the ability to design and build a food
processor, a smart phone, a motor vehicle or even a surgical robot.
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Director –General holds
meeting with Education
Chief Administrative
Secretary

Kibra MP pays a courtesy
call to seek advise

Kibra

MP

Imran

Okoth

held

TVETA and the KNCC&I to
establish incubation
centres

a

The Chief Administrative Secretary

consultative

(CAS) in the Ministry of Education

DG Dr Kipkirui Langat and briefed

Hon. Zack Kinuthia paid a courtesy

him about his intention to establish

call on TVET Authority Director -

the first public TVET institution in

General Dr Kipkirui Langat at Utalii

Kibra

House

Vocational Training Centre.

the

to

familiarise

work

the

discussed

himself

Authority

how

to

collaborations

does

create

with

stakeholders

in

with
and
more

various

the

TVET

ecosystem.

meeting

with

constituency,

TVETA

the

Kibra

which

will

be

built

with

resources

from NG-CDF will be built near Toi
market. It will have training facilities,
and

During the visit, the two discussed

recreational

facilities

among

other

various

facilities.

how

be

strengthened

Authority

can

and

work

how

with

the

various

Kenya

National

Chamber

of

Commerce & Industry (KNCC&I)
have

started

towards

engagements

establishing
in

geared

incubation

selected

TVET

The commitment was made when
the KNCC&I National Director for
Vocational

Training

and

Skills

Development Pravin Eazhawa and
Director of Youth Muchiri Mungai
paid a courtesy on TVETA DG Dr.
Kipkirui Langat

TVETA’s mandate as regulator and
coordinator of the TVET sector can

and

The MP said the state-of-the art VTC,

rooms

from

(TVETA)

institutions across the country.

theatre

ranging

Authority

centres

workshops,

issues,

TVET

The DG said that TVETA will work
with the MP to realise the dream of
establishing a model VTC.

Mr Eazhawa said that the Chamber
has plans to set up entrepreneurship
centres in TVET institutions to give

stakeholders to prepare a generation

He promised to visit the site at a later

students

of

date

skills and establish their businesses

skilled

workforce

for

the

ever

demanding job market.
The

CAS

TVETA

have

further

discussions

with the MP ahead of the scheduled

specifically
Director

and

called

on

General

to

ground

breaking

ceremony

for

the

institute.

a

platform

to

hone

their

ideas.
TVET

Authority

Director-General

lauded the efforts of the Chamber

spearhead the recognition of prior

The MP asked the DG to assist in

and promised to work with them to

learning for the thousands of young

facilitating the institution registration,

develop a framework to guide the

people operating within the Jua Kali

and

establishment of incubation centres

sector

managers and trainers.

whose

recognised

in

skillsare
the

formal

not

recruitment

of

labour

market due to lack of certification.
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qualified

across the country.
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TVETA Staff gives input on draft standards for auditing of TVET institutions
In March, TVETA staff had an opportunity to give their
input on draft standards for auditing of TVET institutions
developed by the Standards Development department.

During the internal validation exercise involving staff
from all departments, Assistant Director Standards
Development Peris Njoroge said that the input from the
staff is the first step in the long validation process.
The proposed standards are set to ensure that all the TVET institutions in the country are providing the very best
training based on international standards and is reflective of the labour market demands.
After internal validation, the standards will be tabled before the external stakeholders such as government agencies in
the TVET sector, technical Institutions and private stakeholders for their input and validation.

The two-day consultative meeting had representation from different department at the Authority.
TVETA holds Internal Quality Audit for ISO Certification

TVET Authority works round the clock to
be

ISO

certified,

conducted

an

in

March

the

staff

internal

quality

audits

in

readiness for the external audit.
The exercise was kicked off with a staff
meeting

led

(TVETA)

Dr.

by

the

Director

Kipkirui

Langat

General
at

the

TVETA board room.
During the meeting Dr. Kipkirui Langat
urged the staff to always do things the right
way since TVETA is a regulatory itself.

The Head of Quality Management Systems (QMS) Dr. Dominic Omboto took through the staff on the objectives of
the audit and urged strict observance of the timetable and maintenance of confidentiality.
The objective of the exercise is to determine the conformity of TVETA’s management system, or parts of it, with
audit criteria. It is also aimed at determining the ability of the management system to ensure TVETA meets
applicable

statutory,

regulatory

and

contractual

requirements;

and

also

determine

the

effectiveness

management system to ensure TVETA can reasonably expect to achieving its specified objectives.

The process is scheduled to take two days after which the report on the findings will be handed to the Director
General.
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TVETA staff during a team building session in Naivasha

On the 21 February 2020,
TVET Authority staff had a
team building session at the
Naivasha Safari Lodge,
which was facilitated by the
Maasai Safaris team.
The purpose of the exercise
was to bond, inculcate
teamwork, integrity and give
staff opportunity to have fun
in a serene environment.
The staff members engaged
in different sporting
activities, whereby, three
teams namely: Kiboko,
Sungura and the Eagles
were formed.
Not to forget the sumptuous
meals, the staff was treated
to a buffet set up with so
much to choose from!
Finally the staff got to bond
away from the working
environment, relax and
enjoy the breathtaking
scenery of lake Naivasha,
from the comfort of the
lodge with a close up view
of the hippopotamus .
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Contact Info and Feedback

James Momanyi
Want to get the latest news, announcements,

EDITOR

competitions, and opportunities in TVETA and

TVETA Communication Department

TVET sector?

CONTACTS
Utalii House 8th Floor, Utalii Street
P. O. Box 35625 – 00100,
Our Phone Number

Like or follow our Facebook page and twitter to
get informed, educated and refreshed!

+254 20 239 2140
+254 700 015 440

FACEBOOK: Tvet Authority Kenya Page

+254 733 480 391
+254 733 799 291

TWITTER:@TVETAKenya

+254 20 351 0701
Email: info@tveta.go.ke

INSTAGRAM: TVET AUTHORITY KENYA

Complaints: complaints@tveta.go.ke
Corruption Reporting:
corruptionreporting@tveta.go.ke
Web: www.tveta.go.ke
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